Equestrian Brochure

Indoor Stables
Our Indoor Stables can be easily installed into new or existing buildings. We use the highest quality materials to ensure a robust,
yet aesthetic design.
The steel framing is manufactured under high quality control and hot-dip galvanized.

Features:


Sliding door incorporating anti-weave top section and lockable running
gear.



Option of full panel or grill frame on fronts and partitions



Standard size boxes are 3.66m x 3.66m ( 12 ’ x 12 ’ )



Door opening is 1.22m ( 4 ’ )



Solid recycled plastic tongue and groove boarding available in brown,
black and green

Outdoor Stables
Our outdoor stables provide an alternative for horse stabling. They are designed to provide a long and robust life. It is our choice
of materials and manufacturing techniques that give our stable their unique appearance

Features:


The steel framing is constructed from sturdy section sizes and hot-dip galvanized.



Heavy-duty recycled plastic tongue and groove boarding



The roof cladding uses a non-drip coating on the underside to prevent condensation from occurring



Roof light provided to each stable



Overhang of 4 ’ ( 1.22m )



Sliding door incorporating anti-weave top section and lockable running gear, with the option of a top door.



Option of full panel or grill frame partitions



Standard size boxes are 3.66m x 3.66m ( 12 ’ x 12 ’ )

Doors and Windows
We manufacture a wide range of stable doors and windows to suit all requirements. These windows and doors can be used for
both internal and external applications. All are manufactured to a high quality resulting in a robust yet aesthetic design.

Features:


Available as hinged or sliding



Anti-weave provided as standard



The steel framing is constructed from sturdy section sizes
and hot-dip galvanized.



Heavy-duty recycled plastic tongue and groove boarding



Available for standard door width of 1.22m ( 4 ’ ) or can be
made to measure



All sliding gear, fixtures and fittings provided with sliding door



Heavy-duty frame provided with hinge door along with
fixtures and fittings

Field Shelter
Our field shelter provide an alternative for horse stabling. They are designed to provide a long and robust life. It is our choice of
materials and manufacturing techniques that give our stable their unique appearance

Features:


The steel framing is constructed from sturdy section sizes and
hot-dip galvanized.



Heavy-duty recycled plastic tongue and groove boarding



Roof light provided to each stable



Overhang of 4 ’ ( 1.22m )



Option of full panel or grill frame partitions



Available in 12 ’ x 12 ’ ( 3.66m x 3.66m ) or 12 ’ x 24 ’
( 3 .66m x 7.32m )

Extras
Horse Stocks
Our stock is designed with safety in mind. It has been manufactured
to ensure that there are no sharp corners or protruding edges that
may harm the horse. Our horse stocks enables the handler to work
with the animal easily

Rubber Mats
We stock a range of Agri and stable matting. All our mats are
sourced from reputable suppliers ensuring our customers get the
best quality product.

Our current stock includes:



10mm thick, 6 ’ x 4 ’ area



18mm thick, 6 ’ x 4 ’ area



25mm , 6 ’ x 45 ” area



22mm Eva type Mat



Rubber Roll Mattress

Water bowls and Hayracks

Agricultural Range

We manufacture a wide range of products for the agriculture sector.
Some of these are available in stock while some are made to measure.
These include:


Cow cubicles



Feed barriers



Gates and Panels



Cattle crush



Calf Penning

Why not view our website or ask for a brochure on our agricultural
range
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